The Influence of MS Imaging Parameters on UV-MALDI Desorption and Ion Yield.
Ultraviolet matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry imaging (UV-MALDI MSI) is a widely used technique for imaging molecular distributions within biological systems. While much work exists concerning desorption in UV-MALDI MS, the effects of commonly varied parameters for imaging applications (repetition rate, use of continuous raster mode and raster speed), which determine spatial resolution and limits of detection for the technique, remain largely unknown. We use multiple surface characterization modalities to obtain quantitative measurements of material desorption and analyte ion yield in thin film model systems of two matrix compounds, arising from different UV-MALDI MSI sampling conditions. Observed changes in resulting ablation feature point to matrix-dependent spatial resolution and laser-induced matrix modification effects. Analyte ion yields of 10-9 to 10-6 are observed. Complex changes in ion yield, between spot and raster sampling and arising from varied laser repetition rate and raster speed, are observed. Graphical Abstract.